ABSTRACT: According to Armstrong (amongst others) 'any truth, should depend for its truth for something "outside" it' where this one--way dependency is explained in terms of the asymmetric relationship that obtains between a truth and its truthmaker. But there's no need to appeal to truthmakers to make sense of this dependency. The truth of a proposition is essentially determined by the interlocking semantic mechanism of reference and satisfaction which already ensures that the truth--value of a proposition depends on how things stand outside it. By contrast, how things stand outside of a proposition is determined by other worldly mechanisms that have nothing to do with truth.
Introduction
What's true depends upon how things stand but how things stand doesn't depend upon what's true. It's true that Caesar died because that's what he did but Caesar didn't throw off this mortal coil because it's true that he died; he died because Brutus and Cassius stuck in their knives. But how best to capture this asymmetry in our theoretical net?
Just suppose that truths are made true by the existence of facts, states of affairs or tropes -worldly items that, if they exist, embody how things stand.
Then we may hope to explain the asymmetric dependency of truths upon how things stand by appealing to the asymmetric character of the truthmaking relation borne by truths to the worldly items that make them true. But there's no need to appeal to truthmaking to explain the asymmetric dependency of truths upon how things stand. Neither, consequently, does the asymmetric dependency of truths upon how things stand provide us with an abductive reason for supposing that there are worldly items that embody how things stand.
Why don't we need to appeal to truthmaking to explain the asymmetry? It's statements or propositions that are true or false, true or false because, inter alia, of the semantic features of words or their propositional correlates, the asymmetric connections of reference and satisfaction that hold between them and the things they are about. But how these things stand doesn't depend upon how words or their propositional correlates are connected to them. This already suffices to explain the asymmetric dependency of truths upon how things stand.
So we don't need to appeal to the idea of truthmaking in order to account for the asymmetry in question. That's what I'm going to argue.
Alternative explanations of the dependency of truth upon reality
Armstrong has influentially advanced the view that we cannot account for the dependency of truths upon reality without truthmaking. According to Armstrong, 'any truth, should depend for its truth for something "outside" it ' (2004: 7) , where this dependency is to be explained by appeal to the Truthmaker Principle that every truth has a truthmaker. Armstrong conceives of a truthmaker for a truth as some portion of an independent reality in virtue of which the proposition is true; 'what makes the proposition a truth is how it stands to this reality ' (2004: 5) . 1 Lewis was also taken with the idea that we
should require 'what's true to depend upon the way the world of existing things is ' (2001: 603; Bigelow 1988: 38) . But he argued, against Armstrong, that there is no need to appeal to anything as strong as the Truthmaker Principle to explain the dependence of truths upon reality.
The Truthmaker Principle incorporates a commitment to worldly itemswhether facts, states of affairs or tropes -that embody how things stand. This is because the contingent truth that Caesar was Roman can't be true simply in virtue of the existence of Caesar, nor being Roman, nor the fusion of them. It can't be because any or all of these things could exist even if Caesar wasn't Roman. So if, as the Truthmaker Principle demands, there is something in virtue of which it's true that Caesar was Roman, something that could only exist if that was his patria, e.g. the state of affairs that Caesar was Roman. But, wary of facts, states of 1 Armstrong restricts himself here to statements or propositions that aren't about statements or propositions. I will assume a corresponding restriction. It is however noteworthy that if the restriction is lifted it becomes questionable whether the truth--making relation is asymmetric. Consider, for example, the proposition that there is at least one proposition, which appears to be a proposition that makes itself true (David 2009: 153) . But if the truthmaking relation cannot be relied upon to be asymmetric then it becomes questionable how far it can be relied upon to explain the asymmetric dependency of truth upon reality. affairs and tropes, Lewis recommended an alternative explanation of the dependence of truth upon reality that relies only upon a weaker principle that isn't committed to worldly items that embody how things stand: "all contingent matters supervene on what there is, together with the instantiation of the fundamental properties and relations" (Lewis 2001: 612 A similar difficulty afflicts attempts to explain this dependence by deducing the truth of a proposition from a premise about how things are -by deducing the truth of the proposition that p from p via the schema that the proposition that p is true iff p (Horwich 1998: 105; 2008: 265--6) . But if we can construct a deduction that goes one direction, we can construct another that goes the other: for p can also be deduced from the proposition that p is true via the same schema (Künne 2003: 151--2; Rodriguez--Pereyra 2005: 27) .
Other attempts to understand the dependence of truth upon reality succeed in identifying asymmetries, but how they bear upon the dependency of truth upon reality remains unclear. Hornsby points out 'that sometimes it is no good answering the question Why s? by saying BECAUSE t unless s's being the case requires something more than t's being the case' (Hornsby 2005: 44) . Since p's being the case requires less of the world than the truth of the proposition that p -because the latter but not the former requires there to be propositionsHornsby concludes that it's appropriate to explain the truth of the proposition that p in terms of its being the case that p, but not the other way around. But
Hornsby's reflections can't take us all the distance we need to travel; they don't explain how the truth of the proposition that p depends upon its being the case that p -they only get so far as to establish that a (plausible) necessary condition of one thing explaining another is fulfilled. It's tempting to declare: of course the state of affairs that p is suited to make the proposition that p true rather than the proposition that q; they were made for each other, that's why we call them by the same name. This would be readily explicable if talking about the state of affairs that p was just another way of talking about the truth of the proposition that p (cf. Strawson 1950: 137) . But if the truthmaking relation is asymmetric -as it must be if we're to use this relation to account for the asymmetric sense in which truth depends upon reality -then when we talk about the state of affairs that p and the proposition that it makes true we must be talking about distinct things.
What then does entitle us to call them by the same name even though they're distinct? Propositions are descriptive of the world -some describe truly, others falsely -so perhaps the state of affairs that p is just what the proposition that p describes. But if it's not to be mysterious how a proposition describes the state of affairs that things stand thus--and--so, the proposition that things stand thus--and--so must be articulate. It must have sufficient structure to encode those things standing thus--and--so rather than so--and--thus. And, correspondingly, if a state of affairs is to satisfy such a description, it must have sufficient structure to make it the state of affairs that fits that description rather than another. Indeed that's how states of affairs are usually conceived, as being structured entities distinguished by the manner in which they're built up from their constituents.
The problem is that the truthmaking relation is too blunt an instrument to be responsive to either the structure of propositions or the structure of states of affairs. Suppose that a is a simple thing and F is one of its fundamental
properties. Since the proposition that a is F isn't true in virtue of the existence of a or the existence of F or the existence of them both, neither a nor F nor a and F can bear the truthmaking relation to the proposition that a is F. There is only one worldly item, the state of affairs that a is F, capable of making it true that a is F.
So only it is capable of serving as the first term of the truthmaking relation.
Similarly the truthmaking relation can only be borne by that state of affairs to the proposition that a is F insofar as that proposition is also a unitary, single item. This is because nothing less than a proposition is capable of being true and only something that is capable of being true can be made true. So only it, the proposition, is capable of serving as the second term of the truthmaking relation.
Because the truthmaking relation only holds between the state of affairs that a is F and the proposition that a is F, the truthmaking relation cannot itself connect No doubt it is also tempting to assume that a perspicuous answer to the question what suits the state of affairs that a is F to be the (minimal) truthmaker for the proposition that a is F will be forthcoming once we attend to other, semantic, asymmetric relations that obtain between constituents of the proposition that a is F and the constituents of the state of affairs that a is Fbecause, e.g., a constituent of the proposition that a is F refers to a and a is a constituent of the state of affairs that a is F, and so on. But so far from illuminating the manner in which a state of affairs makes a proposition true, appealing to such relations has only the effect of obviating the need to admit truthmaking in the first place.
New Solution: Truth, Reference and Satisfaction
What we need to get into focus is the contribution of words (or their propositional correlates) to the truth and falsity of the statements we make or propositions that we express. It's because the words or their propositional correlates stand in significant relations to things in the world, things which perform a role in the semantic mechanism whereby the truth of the proposition expressed is determined, that the truth of the proposition expressed depends upon how those things stand 'outside' it (to use Armstrong's expression).
To understand this mechanism we need to appreciate the constitutive connections that Tarksi made out between the semantic notions of truth, reference and satisfaction (Tarski 1944 , Field 1972 . Focus on singular statements that are made using a name and a monadic predicate. The truth--value of such a statement is determined solely by whether the referent of its name (or its propositional correlate) satisfies its predicate (or its propositional correlate).
This supplies all that we need by way of an explanation of the truth--value of the statement made or the proposition expressed without our having to rely upon worldly items that embody how things stand. Consider a statement made or a proposition expressed using the sentence 'Fred is a woman'. Suppose that some worldly item i is the referent of 'Fred' (or its propositional correlate). Then the truth or falsity of this statement or proposition turns upon how things stand with i. Now something satisfies 'is a woman' (or its propositional correlate) if and only it is a woman. So if i really is a woman then the statement or the proposition is true; otherwise it's false. This explanation of how the truth--value of the statement or the proposition expressed is determined shows us how its truth--value depends upon reality. It tells us how the statement or proposition's being true or false depends upon whether Fred is or isn't a woman. But it doesn't require us to invoke e.g. the state of affairs that Fred is a woman.
That an explanation of how truth depends upon reality has thereby been provided won't be apparent if we fail to appreciate that satisfaction is just as much a substantial relation that hooks words (or their propositional correlates)
up to the world outside of a statement (or a proposition) as reference, i.e. if instead we think of saying that something satisfies 'is a woman' (or its propositional correlate) if and only if it is a woman as just shuffling words around. But saying this isn't just shuffling words (or propositional correlates)
around. It's women themselves, all and only them, flesh--and--blood creatures, that stand in the satisfaction relation to the predicate 'is a woman' (or its propositional correlate) and this is a non--trivial feature of English since the predicate might have been used to apply to different things or to express a different sense.
That the explanation doesn't invoke states of affairs won't be apparent either for someone who insists upon thinking of a true statement or proposition as a description of a state of affairs that makes it true in the way that a referring expression or a descriptive phrase may be used to pick out a thing. It won't be apparent because an explanation of the truth of the proposition that Fred is a woman will itself make use of the true proposition that Fred is a woman. Consider the following analogy. We can just as easily figure out from Fred's being a sibling that her parents had another child. But this doesn't show that her parents' having another child depends upon Fred's being a sibling. Why not? Because it's already information built into what it is for someone to be a sibling that his or her parents have another child. We can figure out from Fred's being a sibling that her parents had another child because we're just unpacking the information that was already packed in.
Similarly, it's already information built into what it is for a statement made or proposition expressed using the sentence 'Fred is a woman' to be true that the referent of the name (or its propositional correlate) satisfies the predicate (or its propositional correlate). It is already built in that Fred is indeed a woman because the semantic mechanism whereby the truth of the statement or proposition expressed is determined relies upon the referent of 'Fred' (or its correlate) satisfying 'is a woman' (or its correlate), a contribution she is equipped to make only if she is a woman. But whilst the truth of the statement or proposition that Fred is a woman depends upon Fred's being a woman, Fred's being a woman isn't determined by a semantic mechanism but by a biological one, her having two X chromosomes.
The basic insight here is that the truth--value of a statement or proposition is essentially determined by a semantic mechanism that reaches outside of it. So although we can deduce from the truth of the proposition that p that p is the case, we can't (ultimately) explain its being the case that p in terms of the truth of the proposition that p because its being the case that p is already assumed by the truth of that proposition, i.e. has already performed a role in the mechanism whereby the truth--value is determined. By contrast, its being the case that p isn't determined by a semantic mechanism but by whatever worldly factors, if any, that gave rise to things being thus--and--so. So the explanation of how the truth--value of the statement or proposition that p is determined has to proceed via worldly items that the proposition represents. By contrast the explanation of its being the case that p can proceed by only invoking worldly items and doesn't require mention of anything linguistic or propositional. The intuition that truth depends upon reality but reality doesn't depend upon truth reflects our nascent appreciation of this explanatory asymmetry. So acknowledging the connections between truth, reference and satisfaction that constitute this semantic mechanism equips us to understand the one--way dependence of truth upon reality without having to rely upon the idea that truths are made true. 4 
